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The bioinspired construction of an ordered
carbon nitride array for photocatalytic mediated
enzymatic reduction†
Jian Liu,*a Rémi Cazelles,b Zu Peng Chen,a Han Zhou,a Anne Galarneaub and
Markus Antoniettia
A carbon nitride array (CNA) material has been constructed using a sacrificial diatom template. A regular
carbon nitride nanorod array could be replicated from the periodic and regular nanochannel array of the
template. The directional charge transport properties and high light harvesting capability of the CNA gives
much better performance in splitting water to give hydrogen than its bulk counterpart. Furthermore, by
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combining with a rhodium complex as a mediator, the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) cofactor

DOI: 10.1039/c4cp01348d

regeneration is high enough to reverse the biological pathway of the three dehydrogenase enzymes, which

of many enzymes could be photocatalytically regenerated by the CNA. The rate of the in situ NADH
then leads to the sustainable conversion of formaldehyde to methanol and also the reduction of carbon
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dioxide into methanol.

Introduction
In recent years, substantial eﬀorts, both from academia and
industry, have been directed towards the development of high
eﬃciency energy conversion systems for turning solar light into
chemicals.1 Material and structure optimization are the key
points determining the eﬃciency of light energy conversion in
artificial systems.2,3 Biological materials are endless fountains
of inspiration for the design and fabrication of such kinds of
nanostructured materials.4–7 In natural photosynthesis, green
plants and algae can transform carbon dioxide and water into
sugars by utilizing light energy and release oxygen into the
atmosphere. A wide range of nanomaterials have been designed
and synthesized using biomaterials or bioinspired processes.
The silica exoskeletons (frustules) of the single-celled algae
called diatoms are one of the most spectacular examples of
biologically evolved nanostructured materials.8,9 The diatom
frustule features a unique architecture with hierarchical structures
ranging from the micrometre to nanometre scale, which are thought
to contribute to their high photosynthesis efficiency.10,11 Each
frustule possesses a porous skeleton with a regular and periodic
pattern, as illustrated in Scheme 1.12 Imitating the ultrastructure
a
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of the diatom frustule and reconstructing the frustules with
photoactive materials could be promising for light energy conversion purposes.13,14
One dimensional semiconductor nanomaterial (nanorod, nanotube, nanowire) arrays have attracted enormous attention in the
light energy conversion field due to potentially facile charge
separation and their enhanced light absorbance properties.15–20
These merits have been demonstrated in TiO2 based materials but
are yet to be explored in other visible-light-driven materials, such as
graphitic carbon nitride. In recent years, graphitic carbon nitride
was found to be a metal-free semiconductor material, and meanwhile has found enormous application in catalysis, photocatalysis,
and bio-related applications due to its abundance, high thermal and chemical stability and visible-light-driven responsive
properties.21–24 Various strategies have been proposed for
further improving carbon nitride photocatalysis for practical
purposes.24–32 However, there are few reports on constructing
carbon nitride arrays derived from biological materials, which
would be promising for light energy conversion processes
including photocatalytic hydrogen evolution from water and
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) regeneration (an
essential coenzyme involved in many biological processes).
In this work, a carbon nitride array (CNA) material was prepared
by replicating diatom frustules. Pt nanoparticle decorated CNA
exhibited improved hydrogen evolution from water in the presence
of triethanolamine compared with bulk carbon nitride. In addition,
NADH, the biological form of hydrogen, could be photocatalytically
regenerated from NAD+, which allows reversal of the biological
pathway of dehydrogenase enzymes. In metabolism, NADH/NAD+
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Sample fabrication and characterization

Scheme 1 A schematic illustration of the inner shell and outer layer
structures of a diatom.

is involved in redox reactions, carrying electrons from one
reaction to another. Maintaining a kinetically eﬃcient cycle between
NAD+ and NADH is extremely important for sustainable dehydrogenase enzymatic reactions.33–35 Photocatalytic NADH regeneration
suggests great possibilities for using light to drive various enzymatic
reactions. In situ regeneration of the NADH cofactor coupled with
the yeast alcohol dehydrogenase enzyme (YADH) for the sustainable
production of methanol from formaldehyde was realized, as an
important step toward the enzymatic cascade conversion of
CO2 to methanol.36,37 The work reported here, in our opinion,
could provide a basic and general platform to construct artificial bio-inspired light energy conversion systems from sustainable biological materials.

Experimental
Materials
Formate dehydrogenase (FateDH), formaldehyde dehydrogenase
(FaldDH), yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (YADH), b-nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (b-NAD+), reduced nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NADH), Celpure p100 diatomite, cyanamide,
triethanolamine (TEOA), rhodium(III) chloride hydrate, 2,20 -bipyridyl,
and 1,2,3,4,5-pentamethylcyclopentadiene were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich.
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CNA was synthesized through a solid ‘‘impregnation incipient
wetness’’ method. 0.5 g of cyanamide and 0.5 g of purified Celpure
P100 diatomite was mixed evenly in the mortar, transferred into
crucibles with lids, heated to 600 1C under N2 atmosphere (4 hours)
and kept at that temperature for another 4 hours. The resultant
yellow powder was treated with 4 M NH4HF2 solution under stirring
for 48 hours (be cautious!). The dispersion was then filtered and the
precipitate was rinsed with copious amounts of deionized water
and ethanol. After the filtering procedure, the yellow powder was
dried under vacuum at 60 1C overnight.
[Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O]2+ (M) was synthesized as follows: RhCl3H2O
was refluxed in methanol with one equivalent of 1,2,3,4,5pentamethylcyclopentadiene for 24 h. The resulting red precipitate
was filtrated and suspended in methanol. On addition of two
equivalents of 2,2-bipyridine, the suspension cleared up immediately and a yellowish solution was formed. [Cp*Rh(bpy)Cl]Cl was
precipitated on the addition of diethyl ether to the obtained
yellowish solution. Stock solutions (100 mM) were prepared in
water and stored at room temperature avoiding direct light exposure ([Cp*Rh(bpy)Cl]Cl readily hydrolyzes to [Cp*Rh(bpy)(H2O)]2+).
XRD measurements were performed on a D8 Diﬀractometer
from Bruker instruments (Cu Ka radiation, l = 0.154 nm) equipped
with a scintillation counter. N2 sorption experiments were done
with a Quantachrome Autosorb-1 at liquid nitrogen temperature.
TEM images were taken on Philips CM200 FEG (Field Emission
Gun), operated at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. SEM
measurements were performed on a LEO 1550 Gemini instrument. The UV-Vis absorbance spectra were recorded on a T70
UV/Vis spectrophotometer.
Photocatalytic water splitting by CNA
In a typical experiment, 50 mg carbon nitride material was placed in
the photoreactor (equipped with a magnetic stirrer), then the reactor
was evacuated and refilled with argon five times. Then 38 mL of
aqueous TEOA solution (10 vol% TEOA) containing the platinum
precursor (Pt metal content: 3% weight of carbon nitride) was added
under argon flow. The set-up was equipped with a thermostat and
stirring plate. H2O and TEOA were pretreated before use. H2O was
firstly degassed for 1 h under vacuum in an ultrasonic bath and
secondly purged with argon for 1 h. TEOA was purged for 1 h with
argon. After the reaction, a sample of the headspace was analyzed
with GC for hydrogen content.
The photocatalytic regeneration of NADH and enzymatic
reactions
In a typical regeneration procedure, the reaction medium was
composed of NAD+ (1 mM), TEOA (15 w/v%), phosphate buﬀer
(100 mM) and the CNA (3 mg). The reaction system was placed
into a quartz reactor equipped with a stirring bar and illuminated
with a LED lamp (wavelength = 420 nm, OSA Opto Light GmbH).
The distance between the reactor and LED lamp was fixed at
5.5 cm. During the illumination, the concentration of NADH
was estimated by measuring the absorbance of the diluted
reaction system at 340 nm. NAD+ has a peak absorption at a
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wavelength of 260 nm, with an extinction coeﬃcient of
16 900 M1 cm1. NADH has a peak absorption at 340 nm with
an extinction coeﬃcient of 6220 M1 cm1.
The conversion of formaldehyde to methanol was performed
in a quartz reactor. The reaction solution was composed of
3 mg CNA, NAD+ (1 mM), M (0.125 mM), formaldehyde solution
(5 mM), and alcohol dehydrogenase (0.45 mg) in 3 mL 0.1 M
PBS buﬀer (pH = 7.0). Prior to the addition of enzyme stock
solution, the PBS buﬀer was firstly saturated with nitrogen. The
amount of methanol was detected by GC.
The conversion of CO2 to methanol was performed in quartz
reactor. The reaction solution was composed of 3 mg CNA,
NADH (1 mM), KHCO3 (0.1 M), M (0.125 mM), formate dehydrogenase (0.02 mg), formaldehyde dehydrogenase (0.3 mg),
and alcohol dehydrogenase (1.5 mg) in 2 ml 0.1 M PBS buﬀer
(pH = 7.0). Prior to the addition of enzyme stock solution, the
PBS buﬀer was firstly saturated with gaseous CO2. The amount
of methanol was detected by GC.

Results and discussion
The CNA was synthesized by a simple sacrificial diatom template method.22,38 The commercially available diatom frustule
was first purified by gravity sedimentation. During the repeated
purification and washing process, the smallest fragments of
diatom were removed due to their slower rate of sedimentation.
For templating, only the largest fragments (420 microns) were
used, and the major components were large segments with
ordered nanochannel arrays, corresponding to a final yield of
10 wt% (see Fig. S1 of the ESI†). The purified diatom template was
dried under ambient conditions and mechanically mixed together
with equal amounts of cyanamide in a mortar (see Fig. S2 of the
ESI†). The resultant powder was put in a nitrogen oven at 600 1C for
4 hours for thermal condensation of the carbon nitride network
(Fig. S3 of the ESI†). Finally, the resulting homogeneous yellow
powder was treated with NH4HF2 to remove the diatom template,
and hierarchical carbon nitride nanorod array structures were
obtained (Fig. 1). Therefore, the whole process can be summarized
as follows: (1) purification and drying of the diatom frustule; (2)
mechanical mixing with cyanamide and high temperature thermal
condensation; (3) removal of the diatom template.39
Structural details revealed by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) are presented
in Fig. 1. As shown in Fig. 1a, the carbon nitride nanorod array is
maintained even after vigorous stirring during the NH4HF2 treatment process. A lateral view is presented in Fig. 1b to demonstrate
the intact carbon nitride nanorod array. Additional views of the
CNA are also presented in Fig. S4 of the ESI.† As can be seen from
Scheme 1, the inner structure of the diatoms is a honeycomb
structure of pores, which are connected to the external surface by
smaller pores. The outer layer plays an important role in maintaining the dense structure of the regular nanorods of carbon
nitride even after vigorous stirring during the template removal
process, providing the mechanical robustness of the CNA. The
nanorod array is attached to a plane coming from a replica of the
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Fig. 1 SEM images of CNA with a top (a) and lateral (b) view of the array of
carbon nitride nanorods. (c) A TEM image of a single carbon nitride
nanorod detached from the CNA. (d) A SEM image of the starting diatom
frustule template featuring a periodic and regular porous pattern.

outer surface of the diatoms, and is therefore diﬀerent and easier to
manipulate than discrete nanorods derived from anodic aluminum
oxide or silica.27 A further look at a single and intact nanorod sheds
some light on the formation mechanism. A TEM image of an intact
carbon nitride nanorod is shown in Fig. 1c, revealing a nanoporous
structure with a pore size of around 20 nm. It is also interesting to
find that the vase-shaped nanorod features a small concave cavity
on both ends. It can be speculated that its formation comes from
non-confined condensation on the ends, compared with the nanoconfinement in the interior of the nanochannel, allowing minor
shrinking. Both tips of the rod are narrower than the body size,
corresponding to the original template. Practically no bulk carbon
nitride particles are observed in the CNA sample, demonstrating
the cyanamide is exclusively confined in the frustule pore channels.
The cyanamide precursor in the evenly mixed solid phase with
diatoms melts at elevated temperatures and is pulled by capillary
forces into the interior of the channel, and undergoes thermal
condensation into graphitic carbon nitride afterwards. TGA
analysis (Fig. S5 of the ESI†) demonstrates that only around
1% of silica residue was found to remain in the final CNA
samples, indicating that most of the silica template was successfully removed during the etching process.
The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
powder X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) characterizations depicted in
Fig. 2 demonstrate that the obtained CNA is a typical polymeric
graphitic carbon nitride material featuring novel hierarchical
structures. The band at 810 cm1 in the FTIR spectrum is
ascribed to the s-triazine ring modes, while the bands at 1200–
1600 cm1 are characteristic of aromatic CN heterocycles
(Fig. 2a). The XRD spectrum shows the two characteristic peaks
of graphitic carbon nitride (Fig. 2b) at 13.01 and 27.41, which
are ascribed to the in-plane repeat period and stacking of the
conjugated aromatic system, respectively.
The optical properties of CNA were measured by UV-Vis
diﬀuse reflection spectroscopy (Fig. 3a). The CNA exhibits typical
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Fig. 2 (a) The FTIR spectrum of the CNA showing typical C–N heterocycle stretches in the 1100–1600 cm1 spectral range and the breathing
mode of the tri-s-triazine units at 810 cm1. (b) The XRD spectrum of the
CNA with two peaks at 13.01 and 27.41 ascribed to the in-plane repeat
period and stacking of the conjugated aromatic system, respectively.

semiconductor absorption in the blue region, similar to CNB
(bulk carbon nitride). The photogenerated charge carrier
separation and recombination were also investigated by photoluminescence spectroscopy under excitation at 380 nm. As
shown in Fig. 3b, the samples exhibit a broad emission peak
centered at 470 nm. Compared with CNB, the fluorescence emission of the CNA is greatly decreased, suggesting a suppression of
photo-induced charge carrier recombination, which is beneficial
for further heterogeneous photocatalysis.
The CNA was firstly evaluated in a photocatalytic hydrogen
evolution activity test by loading 3 wt% Pt as a cocatalyst and
using TEOA as a hole scavenger. Under illumination, the
electrons in the valence band are excited to the conduction
band. The photoinduced electrons in the conduction band will
further migrate to the Pt nanoparticles deposited on the surface
of the carbon nitride by crossing the aligned Fermi energy
levels. The electron vacancy in the valence band will be restored
by the TEOA, producing glycolaldehyde and di(ethanol)amine
as the oxidation products. The hydrogen evolution results are
presented in Fig. 4. The performance in photocatalytic water
splitting to give hydrogen is improved by a factor of 4 over that
of CNB. The hydrogen evolution amount increases linearly and
the hydrogen evolution capability did not show any obvious
decay in a 10 hour run experiment. Considering the low surface
area of the CNA (25 m2 g1) compared to CNB (28 m2 g1)
(Fig. S6 of the ESI†), the higher activity can be attributed to the
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Fig. 3 (a) The optical absorption and (b) photoluminescence spectra of
the CNA and CNB, respectively.

introduction of the well-ordered nanorod array structure. The
directional charge transport properties of the carbon nitride
nanorod array, together with the multiple light scattering of the
segmented photocatalyst, contribute to the improvement of
photocatalytic hydrogen evolution.40–42
The photocatalytic properties of the CNA were also investigated in the biocatalytic conversion of formaldehyde into
methanol (selected as a test reaction) using YADH, for which
the cofactor NADH needs to be regenerated for a sustainable
production of methanol. YADHs are enjoying increasing interest as versatile and selective biocatalysts in both academic and
industrial fields. The reduction of pro-chiral ketones is an area
of application that is most attractive to organic chemists, while
the reversible process of the oxidation of alcohols is less attractive
due to the destruction of chirality. Usually, for the sustainable
enzymatic synthesis of a chiral alcohol, another enzyme, such as
formate dehydrogenase and phosphite dehydrogenase, is used to
regenerate NADH. A natural photosystem such as plant chloroplasts could also be used for NADH regeneration, but presents
very low stability over time. In order to increase the long term
stability, and also reduce the complexity of the system, we have
investigated light-driven NADH regeneration by the CNA, which
is inherently sustainable. We investigated the regeneration of
1,4-NADH from NAD+ by CNA photocatalysis, in the presence of
[Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O]2+ (abbreviated as M, see the HNMR in Fig. S7
of the ESI†) as an electron mediator and hydride transfer agent.
The electrons are transferred to [Cp*Rh(bpy)H2O]2+ to form
Cp*Rh(bpy), followed by coupling with one proton to generate
hydriderhodium [Cp*Rh(bpy)H]+, which acts as a hydride transfer
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Fig. 5 (a) A schematic illustration of the conversion of formaldehyde into
methanol by YADH, with NADH regenerated by CNA photocatalysis in the
presence of M. (b) The production of methanol as a function of time
obtained in the biophotocatalytic system.

Fig. 4 (a) A schematic diagram of hydrogen evolution by Pt nanoparticle
decorated CNA, and (b) time plots of H2 evolution for the CNA and CNB
during a 10 hour experiment. CB: conduction band; VB: valence band.

reagent towards NADH regeneration from NAD+. TEOA is
employed as a sacrificial electron donor. The oxidized state of
TEOA provides the protons during its decomposition path to
glycolaldehyde and di(ethanol)amine. The NADH concentration
gradually increases throughout illumination of the reaction
medium, as evidenced from the absorbance peak intensity at a
wavelength of 340 nm quantified by a UV-Vis spectrophotometer,
shown in Fig. S8 of the ESI.† During the reduction of formaldehyde into methanol, NADH is oxidized into NAD+ and the light
energy is used to reduce NAD+ back into NADH. Optimum
enzymatic reaction conditions for YADH for the reduction of
formaldehyde into methanol were previously determined and the
highest activity was obtained for pH values between 5 and 7, in
accordance with the literature for other reactions.43 The previously optimized conditions of the reaction were applied for the
following photocatalytic regeneration of NADH with CNA.
The CNA based photocatalytic NADH regeneration system
was successfully combined with YADH conversion, as illustrated in Fig. 5a. We proved that the in situ regenerated NADH
is in fact useful as a hydride equivalent for enzymatic
reduction. The rhodium complex mediated NADH regeneration
by carbon nitride photocatalysis is obviously also rather eﬃcient. According to the results shown, a complete and nearly
linear conversion of formaldehyde to methanol was obtained in
3 hours. As a reference experiment, a dark enzymatic reaction
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gave no detectable methanol. The result for methanol production
in solution is shown in Fig. 5b (0.21 mmolMeOH min1 genzyme1).
It is thereby demonstrated that NADH regeneration by the carbon
nitride photocatalysis plays an energetically driving role in the
formaldehyde conversion process.
Furthermore, in view of the success of the preliminary transformation of formaldehyde to methanol, three consecutive enzymatic
conversions of CO2 into methanol were consequently tested
(Fig. 6a). Optimized enzymatic powder ratios between the three
enzymes were used.43 CO2 was generated from NaHCO3 (0.1 M).
The actual gaseous CO2 dissolved in the pH 7 buﬀer solution was
8 mM.44 We performed a continuous reduction of CO2 to methanol
during 40 hours illumination; 1.8 mmol of methanol was produced,
corresponding to a productivity of 0.07 mmolMeOH genzymes1 in
3 hours (Fig. 6b). We can observe the approximately linear increase
of methanol yield as the illumination time increases. Meanwhile,
the dark enzymatic reaction does not produce any methanol.
Therefore, NADH regeneration by the photosynthetic material is
eﬀective enough to reverse the natural reaction pathway of the
three dehydrogenase enzymes. Enzymatic conversion of CO2 to
methanol with photocatalytic NADH regeneration is therefore
firstly proven feasible. The capability of the carbon nitride material
for NADH regeneration has been compared to a biological system
using the phosphite dehydrogenase enzyme. Some of the current
authors obtained a productivity of 0.16 mmolMeOH genzymes1 in
3 hours, but using a pressure of 5 bars of CO2, thus allowing the
dissolution of 5 times more CO2 in aqueous media.43 The conversion eﬃciency of our current system can still be enhanced by using
a suitable pressurized photocatalytic reactor.
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Fig. 6 (a) A schematic illustration of three consecutive enzymatic reactions for converting CO2 into methanol with in situ regeneration of NADH by CNA
photocatalysis; (b) the production of methanol as a function of time obtained in the three enzyme based biophotocatalytic system.

Conclusions
In summary, diatom-inspired, hierarchical carbon nitride materials
have been synthesized and used for the biophotocatalytic enzymatic
conversion of formaldehyde to methanol as well as splitting water to
give hydrogen. The work reported here, in our opinion, provides a
general and basic platform to construct bio-inspired artificial light
energy conversion systems.45 Future work might involve coupling
the carbon nitride photocatalytic regeneration system with enzyme
immobilization within the confinement of mesopores in the carbon
nitride matrix. This would substantially improve the enzyme stability
for long term use and also large scale applications.46 Furthermore, it is exciting to inquire into the diversity of diatom species
to retro-analyze other structures for their eﬃciency in artificial
photosynthesis. Finally, we proved that synthetic photosystems
are suitable for the regeneration of the biologically active cofactor
NADH in biophotosynthetic processes.
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